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Abstract

We examine the use of central bank capital as an unconventional monetary policy tool. In this setting, a central bank employs digital currency to transfer digital cash to each household, thus supporting consumption directly when needed. The asset side of the central bank’s balance sheet remains unchanged, and the creation of new digital cash is offset by a decrease in central bank capital. The central bank thus incurs an immediate loss but does not take on any additional risks for its future income statements. We address several objections to this policy, paying particular attention to the claim that weakening the financial strength of the central bank endangers long-term price stability. Through a meta-analysis of 176 estimates reported previously in the literature, we find that central bank financial strength has not historically correlated with inflation performance.
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1. Introduction

Central banks will need unconventional monetary policy tools again in the next recession. By that time, policy rates will hardly have risen high enough to create a sufficient cushion because of the depressed and perhaps negative natural real rates of interest in all major economies (Holston et al., 2017). Recently, the decline in the natural rate has slowed or halted following an uptick in optimism concerning future growth, but any substantial increase would necessitate unlikely changes in demographics, inequality, globalization, relative capital price, government
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preferences towards infrastructure projects, and the spread between capital return and the risk-free rate (see Rachel and Smith, 2017, for a structured discussion of the decades-long fall in the natural rate). In the US, for example, the average response to a recession has involved a cut in the policy rate of 550 basis points (Reifschneider, 2016). Consequently, even when using a relatively optimistic estimate of the natural real rate at 1%, current research suggests that the zero lower bound will constrain future monetary policy 30-40% of the time (Kiley and Roberts, 2017). Interest rate cuts will not suffice in restoring price stability when a downturn occurs.

Of course, central banks can resort to the same unconventional policies that were used in the aftermath of the late 2000s crisis: quantitative easing in large economies and foreign exchange interventions in small open economies. These measures appear to have been quite efficient (as shown, among others, by Caselli, 2017, and Rodnyansky and Darmouni, 2017), but their incomprehensibility to the public further deepens the already daunting communication problems that central banks face (Braun, 2016; Haldane, 2017). Moreover, especially in the case of quantitative easing it is difficult to model and predict the measure’s transmission to the real economy. Central banks handled the Great Recession well, but next time they can do better.

There are two major streams of literature that offer alternative solutions to the zero lower bound. The first stream argues that the bound is a policy choice and that central banks can get rid of the problem by either abolishing cash or creating an exchange rate between cash and the money stored in bank accounts (Agarwal and Kimball, 2015; Rogoff, 2017). But negative rates create many other challenges, especially regarding financial stability, and the concept of the exchange rate between cash and electronic money could prove difficult for the public to understand. The second stream of literature argues for an increase in the inflation target from 2% to 4% (as summarized, for example, by Ball, 2014). Although this change would help to avoid the zero lower bound in some mild recessions, it is essentially a proposal to surrender price stability for reasons of technical incompetence. Of the 100 empirical studies that explicitly estimate optimal inflation, less than one-tenth recommend a rate of above 2% (Diercks, 2017). The same survey reports that the estimations which specifically incorporate the zero lower bound find on average a desired rate of inflation at 1%. Clearly, 4% inflation is far from optimal.

In this paper we discuss a third potential solution to the zero lower bound. We call it *direct support of consumption*, and it is a straightforward application of the helicopter drop idea
by Friedman (1969). A helicopter-money-based solution to the lower bound emerges as the optimal one in the traditional New Keynesian model plausibly enriched by behavioral inattention (Gabaix, 2017) and brings about the first-best outcome: no output gap and inflation at the target. We envision that the central bank creates a digital currency and that all citizens are entitled to sign up for a corresponding digital wallet. In normal times, the wallets stay dormant, and the central bank blocks any transactions to the wallets from standard bank accounts to prevent risks to financial stability. In a recession and at the zero lower bound, the central bank starts to send a specified sum of digital currency to the wallets at regular intervals (say, weekly or monthly), later tapering the drops off as the economy recovers and inflation reappears. As far as we know, this is the first paper to describe such a policy option explicitly and in practical detail.

Direct support of consumption does not alter the size of the central bank’s balance sheet (assets remain completely unchanged), but it immediately leads to an increase in (digital) cash enabled by a decrease in the central bank’s capital.\(^1\) Hence, central bank capital is used directly as a monetary policy tool, not just as an absorber of the consequences of other policies. Transfers to bank accounts from digital wallets are blocked, and the funds in the wallets have limited time validity or are charged with large negative rates, so that households are motivated to spend these funds quickly. In this way, the central bank can influence consumption and thus aggregate demand directly rather than relying on the complex transmission mechanism of quantitative easing and other more conventional unconventional measures.

Of course, many practical objections can be made to such a policy, and it is the purpose of the remainder of this paper to study them. The most serious objection is that weakening the financial strength of the central bank by depleting capital could lead to an inability to deliver price stability in the long run. Quite a few empirical studies have been written on this topic, and we devote Section 2 to a quantitative review of this literature. Our results suggest that there is little to no interplay between central bank financial strength and inflation. In Section 3 we discuss how, if considered necessary, central bank financial strength could be bolstered by allowing private shareholding. In Section 4 we examine the remaining important objections to direct support of consumption: issues of independence, authority, and efficiency. Section 5 concludes.

\(^1\) Accounting practices vary across central banks. For example, the US Federal Reserve classifies losses as a “deferred asset,” so that capital does not fall (not technically, anyway). Conceptually we see no difference.

Several studies have investigated the relation between price stability and the financial strength of the central bank and many (though not all) have reported that, in a cross-section of countries around the world, financial strength is negatively associated with inflation. Some of the studies emphasize that the finding is sensitive to model specification. Although from this literature little can be said about the direction of causality, a negative correlation would be worrisome for the proposal to use central bank capital as an instrument to provide more monetary stimulus (thus negatively affecting financial strength in the process). The purpose of this section, therefore, is to provide the first quantitative synthesis, or meta-analysis, of the empirical research on the relation between central bank financial strength and price stability. What we do not provide here is a detailed narrative literature survey and nuanced discussion of the methodology employed in these studies; readers interested in a such a treatment will want to inspect Beneck et al. (2012) or, for more recent developments in this area, the introductory sections of Pinter (2017).

As a first step, we search for any empirical studies that estimate the nexus between central bank financial strength and inflation performance. We start with the Google Scholar database because it provides powerful fulltext search, and look for studies by using combinations of the following keywords: “central bank capital”, “inflation”, “central bank financial strength”, and “monetary policy”. In addition, we inspect the EconLit and Scopus databases, but they do not provide us with any studies on top of what Google Scholar identifies. Next, to make sure we do not miss any important study, we apply the so-called snowballing technique and read through the list of references and citations of all the studies returned from our Google Scholar search.

To be included in the meta-analysis, studies must present an empirical estimate of the effect and the corresponding standard error (or sufficient information so that we can compute the standard error ourselves). Without a standard error we cannot use up-to-date meta-analysis techniques, so this is a crucial requirement. Apart from this requirement, we follow the advice of Stanley (2001) to rather err on the side of study inclusion in meta-analysis. We include both regression estimates and simple comparisons of groups of central banks with low and high degrees of financial strength (but later in the analysis we also focus on the sub-sample of the regression estimates). We include both studies that use inflation as the dependent variable and
studies that focus on deviations from a historical monetary policy rule\(^2\) (again, later we introduce a subset of studies that only focus on inflation).

In order to use all available information, we also include one study written in Korean. Although neither of us is fluent in Korean, the main regression tables in the paper are presented in English, and Google Translate does a good job at providing us with the necessary context. In total, we collect 176 estimates from nine studies: Adler et al. (2016), Benecka et al. (2012), Ize (2007), Klüh and Stella (2008), Lee and Yoon (2016), Perera et al. (2013), Pinter (2017), Stella (2003), and Stella (2011). We will call them “primary studies.” When we restrict our attention to the sub-sample of the examinations that focus on the relation between inflation (not deviations from an interest rate rule) and central bank financial strength, use regression analysis, control for other characteristics of central banks, and are presented in English, we are left with 146 estimates. We will call them “comparable estimates.”

Few estimates in our sample, however, are really directly comparable. Different studies use different units, definitions of financial strength, and transformations of the variables. Before we proceed with the analysis, it is necessary to convert the estimates into a single common metric. The t-statistic is sometimes used for this purpose in meta-analysis, but the t-statistic depends on sample size and only captures the statistical strength of the relationship. We use the partial correlation coefficient\(^3\) (described in detail, for example, by Doucouliagos, 2011), which is adjusted for sample size and for which sensible guidelines exist (Cohen, 1988; Doucouliagos, 2011) that help us evaluate the underlying strength of the relationship. The conversion is straightforward because all the primary studies report the number of observations used in the analysis, so we keep all 176 estimates in our sample.

The mean partial correlation coefficient is -0.14, the median is -0.13 (for the sample of comparable estimates we obtain -0.12 for both the mean and median); both are statistically significant at any reasonable levels. But correlation coefficients around -0.13 can be considered small according to both Cohen’s and Doucouliagos’s guidelines. Doucoualigos (2011) shows that roughly 60% of the empirical studies in economics (on any subject) find on average larger effects than 0.13. Still, 55% of all the estimates in this literature are negative and statistically

---

\(^2\) Since a negative deviation from the interest rate rule is associated with higher inflation, we multiply these estimates by minus one to ensure basic comparability.

\(^3\) The partial correlation coefficient is akin to the well-known Pearson correlation coefficient, but takes into account the effect of the other variables included in the regression.
significant at the 5% level, and 86% of the estimates are negative irrespective of statistical significance. Only two estimates are positive and statistically significant. Nevertheless, Figure 1 casts doubt on the relevance of these simple summary statistics. In particular, a histogram of the t-statistics shows a drastic drop at around -2, right at the point at which the estimates cease to be statistically significant. With 176 observations, the central limit theorem should kick in and we should observe a practically normal distribution of the t-statistics. What is going on here?

Figure 1: Distribution of the reported estimates

![Histogram of t-statistics and scatter plot of partial correlation]

Note: The lines denote the boundaries of statistical significance at the 5% level. A negative partial correlation denotes that researchers find central bank financial strength to support low inflation.

The most likely culprit is publication bias. It is notoriously difficult in economics to publish insignificant results or results inconsistent with a predominant theory; therefore authors across various fields have been found to choose which results to report based on the estimates’ sign and statistical significance, even in drafts and working papers (Ioannidis et al., 2017). To be sure, publication bias does not equal data manipulation or fraud, and can represent an objectively optimal strategy of authors trying to convey their findings to policy makers (Furukawa, 2018). Moreover, some estimates, though perfectly possible given the sampling error, make little economic sense, so it also makes little sense to build the main conclusion of the paper upon them. But such selective reporting leads to an exaggeration of the mean reported effect, and any literature review is incomplete (and likely biased) without attempting to correct for this bias.

In the case of the nexus between inflation performance and central bank financial strength, significantly negative results fit neatly into the mainstream view. Indeed, when the
central bank is concerned about its potential or realized losses, it can improve its finances by adopting more dovish monetary policy compared to what otherwise would be optimal. Insignificant results are perhaps less interesting to editors and referees, but they are plausible as well (for example, Hall and Reis, 2015, argue that risks to the financial stability of central banks are remote in practice, although they discuss a scenario in which the decision of the Swiss National Bank to suddenly abandon its peg was influenced by a perceived risk to its financial stability). In contrast, a theory is yet to be developed that would predict more hawkish stance for financially weak central banks. Significantly positive estimates are thus implausible.

But we cannot observe the estimates that authors choose to hide in their file drawers. So how can we correct for publication bias? We exploit the property of the methods used by the authors of the primary studies: the ratio of the point estimate of the effect in question to its standard error follows a t-distribution. This property also extends to the partial correlation coefficients. As a consequence, the point estimate and the standard error should be statistically independent quantities. A simple regression of the estimates on their standard errors thus delivers a valid test of publication bias (Egger at al., 1997). The constant of this regression can be interpreted as the mean effect corrected for publication bias (Stanley 2005, 2008); it is the mean effect conditional on the lowest standard error (thus maximum precision) in the literature.

The results of this simple test of publication bias are shown in Table 1. In the first column we run an ordinary least squares regression. Although we have 176 observations at our disposal for this regression, they are drawn from only 9 studies, and we must consider the potential within-study correlation. Because the number of studies is limited, we cannot use classical standard errors clustered at the study level but must employ bootstrapping instead. The result is striking: we find very strong publication bias (according to the classification by Doucouliagos and Stanley, 2013) in favor of negative results and, after correcting for the bias, no underlying relation between central bank financial strength and inflation performance. Studies with low precision tend to select larger negative point estimates, giving rise to the negative correlation.

---

4 One can argue that Del Negro and Sims (2015) offer a step in this direction. When economic agents find that the financial strength of a central bank is deteriorating, they expect higher inflation. Given these expectations, the central bank must be more hawkish to deliver on its inflation target.

5 Positive results are perfectly plausible when we switch the direction of causality: ceteris paribus, higher inflation can be expected to improve central bank financial strength (at least up to a certain point; see, for example, Buiter, 2007). Nevertheless, discussion in the literature focuses on the opposite causality direction.
Table 1: Tests of publication bias (all estimates from the primary studies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.589)</td>
<td>(1.708)</td>
<td>(0.441)</td>
<td>(0.380)</td>
<td>(0.405)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant (corrected mean)</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
<td>0.0288</td>
<td>0.0428*</td>
<td>0.0238</td>
<td>0.00693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0316)</td>
<td>(0.0954)</td>
<td>(0.0245)</td>
<td>(0.0197)</td>
<td>(0.0228)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The dependent variable is the partial correlation coefficient. Bootstrapped standard errors are shown in parentheses (accounting for within-study correlation among the estimates). OLS = ordinary least squares regression of estimates on their standard errors. FE = study fixed effects. Study = weighted by the inverse of the number of estimates reported per study; each study has the same weight. Precision = weighted by inverse variance; more precise studies are given more weight. IV = the inverse of the square root of the number of observations is used as an instrument for the standard error. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

In the second column we add study fixed effects to filter out the characteristics idiosyncratic to individual studies (such as study quality). Inevitably, we lose a lot of power, not only because we add additional dummy variables, but also because we have to omit studies that report only one estimate. The point estimates resulting from this second specification are close to the first one, but their statistical significance decreases threefold. Once again, the corrected mean effect of central bank financial strength on inflation is mildly positive and close to zero.

In the third and fourth column we employ weighted least squares, because plausible arguments can be made for giving certain estimates more weight than others. In particular, some studies report many estimates, while, as we have noted, there are some studies with just one estimate. An appealing solution involves weighting the regression by the inverse of the number of estimates reported per study. In this way, each study becomes equally represented. Similarly to the baseline OLS results, we obtain evidence for strong and statistically significant publication bias, while the mean underlying effect of central bank financial strength is positive – this time even statistically significant at the 10% level. Next, we weight the estimates by inverse variance. This weighting scheme is widely used in meta-analysis (Stanley and Doucouliagos, 2014), because it offers two intuitive properties: it corrects for the obvious heteroskedasticity present when regressing estimates on their standard errors, and it gives more precise estimates more weight. The results, presented in the fourth column, are for all practical purposes identical to the baseline.
Table 2: Tests of publication bias (comparable estimates)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) OLS</th>
<th>(2) FE</th>
<th>(3) Study</th>
<th>(4) Precision</th>
<th>(5) IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard error (bias)</td>
<td>-2.705***</td>
<td>-2.438</td>
<td>-2.517***</td>
<td>-2.455***</td>
<td>-2.400***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.549)</td>
<td>(1.906)</td>
<td>(0.562)</td>
<td>(0.406)</td>
<td>(0.401)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant (corrected mean)</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>0.0334</td>
<td>0.0332</td>
<td>0.0298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0299)</td>
<td>(0.106)</td>
<td>(0.0297)</td>
<td>(0.0205)</td>
<td>(0.0212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The dependent variable is the partial correlation coefficient. Bootstrapped standard errors are shown in parentheses (accounting for within-study correlation among the estimates). OLS = ordinary least squares regression of estimates on their standard errors. FE = study fixed effects. Study = weighted by the inverse of the number of estimates reported per study; each study has the same weight. Precision = weighted by inverse variance; more precise studies are given more weight. IV = the inverse of the square root of the number of observations is used as an instrument for the standard error. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Finally, in the fifth column we present an instrumental variable exercise. The IV specification is crucial to the credibility of our results, because in this meta-analysis we do not control for the characteristics of the data and methods employed in the primary studies (given the small number of studies we do not have sufficient power to do so properly). If a method choice affects both the point estimate and the standard error in the same direction, the correlation between point estimates and standard errors that we document and present as evidence of publication bias can be spurious. The problem is partly alleviated by the fixed effects estimation, but the endogeneity can easily be of within-study origin, in which case fixed effects do not help. Therefore, we need an instrument for the standard error: a variable that would not be correlated with method choices but would be correlated with the standard error itself. A straightforward candidate is the inverse of the square root of the number of observations in the primary study (following Havranek, 2015), because it is correlated with the standard error by definition (in our data set the correlation coefficient exceeds 0.8), but unlikely to be much correlated with method choices. The IV estimation suggest slightly smaller publication bias compared with the previous cases and a corrected mean effect of central bank financial strength at almost precisely zero.

In Table 2 we repeat the analysis described above for the set of comparable estimates (that is, only considering specifications that use inflation as the dependent variable and control for other characteristics of central banks, not just financial strength). Once again, the results are similar to the baseline case, here with a somewhat stronger evidence of publication bias.
A caveat of our results is that we use a linear approximation of the underlying selection process which gives rise to publication bias (the simple linear regression of the point estimates on their standard errors). In reality, publication bias is a non-linear function of the standard error, as documented formally by Stanley and Doucouliagos (2014) and, in our case, graphically on the right-hand side of Figure 1. Stanley and Doucouliagos (2014) also show that the problem stemming from the use of the linear approximation disappears when the corrected mean effect approaches zero – this is precisely what we observe in the literature on central bank financial strength and inflation. They recommend the use of second-order approximation only in the case when the first-order approximation indicates an existence of a non-zero corrected mean.

Recently, Andrews and Kasy (2018) have proposed a non-parametric estimator of the mean effect corrected for publication bias. When applied to our data (which we believe is the first application of this new technique outside the original paper), we obtain a corrected mean estimate of -0.039 with a standard error of 0.018: thus borderline statistical significance at the
5% level. This is also close to the average of the most precise estimates as shown in the so-called funnel plot (Figure 2; the asymmetry of the funnel plot shows the apparent publication bias, because in the absence of publication bias all imprecise estimates, negative and positive, should be reported with the same frequency and show more dispersion than the densely distributed precise estimates; see Stanley and Doucouliagos, 2010). A partial correlation of -0.039 is considered negligible by the guidelines of both Cohen (1988) and Doucouliagos (2011).

The technique due to Andrews and Kasy (2018) allows us to say more about the sources of publication bias. We compare the ceteris-paribus publication probability of the estimates that are, respectively, significant at the 5% level and negative, insignificant and negative, insignificant and positive, and significant at the 5% level and positive. The estimates that are significantly positive are the most counterintuitive, so it is instructive to normalize the publication probability of this group to one. Consequently, we find that the insignificantly positive estimates are approximately twice as likely to be published, insignificantly negative estimates three times as likely to be published, and significantly negative estimates 14 times as likely to be published. This formal evidence lines up nicely with what we see in Figure 1 (preference of significant results) and Figure 2 (preference of negative results). In sum, when all the available research is considered and corrected for publication bias, we obtain no evidence of any practically important nexus between central bank financial strength and inflation performance. This observation is corroborated by the fact that several central banks (for example, in Chile, Israel, or the Czech Republic) have provided a low-inflation environment successfully even with occasionally negative levels of capital.

3. Bolstering Financial Strength with Private Shareholding

Some readers will argue that a link between inflation and central bank financial strength may still exist, but that present econometric methods are unable to uncover it because of measurement error and misspecifications (for example, misspecifications related to the treatment of endogeneity, since good external instruments for central bank financial strength are hard to find). This assertion is known as the “iron law of econometrics” (Hausman, 2001), which can be applied to any question in empirical economics and finance – and for which, by definition, we
have no evidence. Nevertheless, central banks concerned with the implications of their unconventional policies on their financial strength may address this problem by yet another unconventional approach: by providing the market with *new capital* rather than new reserves. Of course, central banks can also be recapitalized by the government, but relying on the government is what the central bank needs to avoid if it intends to pursue monetary policy independently. In many countries, recapitalization by the government would also require legislative changes.

A potential stake of private entities in a central bank seems like an oddity today, but most major central banks were created as joint-stock companies with private shareholders. Beginning with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand in 1935 and the Central Bank of Denmark in 1936, nevertheless, almost all central banks have been nationalized (the latest example is the Austrian National Bank, fully nationalized in 2010). As of 2018, we are aware of only 8 central banks that retain private shareholders: the National Bank of Belgium, Bank of Greece, Bank of Italy, Bank of Japan, Swiss National Bank, South African Reserve Bank, Central Bank of Turkey, and of course the US Federal Reserve. Only 5 of them formulate their own monetary policy.

In none of these countries do private shareholders directly influence monetary policy or other important policies of central banks. Indirect influence, however, exists in some jurisdictions, especially in the case of the Federal Reserve, where commercial banks hold stakes in the twelve district banks. They nominate three out of nine members of each Reserve Bank’s boards, and the boards, in turn, nominate the presidents of the Fed districts, who participate in nation-wide policymaking (see, for example, Blinder, 2010, who criticizes this practice). But in most other countries the role of private shareholders is limited to approving financial statements.

The literature on the effects of private shareholding on central bank behavior is extremely thin. The only econometric study we are aware of, Bartels et al. (2017), finds no difference whatsoever between the behavior of the central banks that are fully owned by the government and those that have private shareholders. Curiously, the researchers report that the central banks with private shareholders, on average, transfer *more* funds to the government – but this finding is not robust to plausible changes in the regression specification. In fact, the results of Bartels et al. (2017) are so perfectly insignificant that one must applaud the authors for reporting them, especially in light of the widespread publication bias in economics that we have also documented in the previous section. Narrative studies on private ownership in central banking (Rossouw,
2016; Rossouw, 2018) also suggest that the performance of central banks does not depend on whether or not they have private shareholders. There is simply “no smoking gun”, as the title of Bartels et al. (2017) reads.

Therefore, based on the available research, it is neither unprecedented nor harmful for central banks to issue shares to private entities. When conducting unconventional monetary policy, central banks would issue shares instead of reserves and provide them in exchange for securities (in the case of quantitative easing) or foreign currency (in the case of foreign exchange interventions). Such shares would bear no voting rights related to public policies, but, in order for shares to have value, shareholders would be allowed to participate in the future profits of the central bank. Currently, the dividends for private shareholders of central banks are typically capped (Rossouw, 2016), so that shares provide a stream of fixed income rather than standard dividend yields: the dividend reaches up to 5% of paid-up capital in Japan, 6% in Switzerland, 10% in South Africa, 10% in Italy (an additional dividend not exceeding 4% of the amount of reserves can be awarded), 12% in Turkey, 12% in Greece (an additional dividend can be awarded), and 6% in Belgium (plus a second dividend of 50% of the net proceeds after tax).

The Belgian model most closely reflects the way dividends are assigned in private companies, and a similar or simpler design would ensure that the shares emitted by central banks are valuable. Providing new capital in exchange for assets would boost the financial strength of central banks exactly at the time when they take on more risks: the exchange-rate risk in the case of foreign exchange interventions and the interest-rate risk in the case of quantitative easing, policies that, as a side effect, turn central banks into hedge funds.

4. Using Central Bank Capital to Directly Support Consumption

The title of this section, of course, alludes to the famous helicopter money drop idea formulated fifty years ago by Friedman (1969). The academic literature has been surprisingly shy of the topic: the RePEc database lists merely 19 published articles that somehow mention a variant of a helicopter money drop in the title, abstract, or keywords – compared with more than 500 published articles on quantitative easing. When discussed at all, helicopter money is almost always laid out in terms of a quasi-fiscal operation, in which the drop is executed by a
government and financed by the central bank through irreversible bond purchases. This gives rise to confusing labels such as “quantitative easing for the people.” For clarity, we use the term direct support of consumption to denote a helicopter money policy executed solely by the central bank as a monetary tool in Friedman’s (1969) original sense.⁶

Only a handful of studies examine the effects of helicopter money rigorously. To our knowledge, Buiter (2014) provides the first such analysis, and concludes that, under plausible assumptions, the policy works reasonably well. English et al. (2017) also find benefits but stress the risks of monetary-fiscal cooperation. Galí (2017) concludes that helicopter money has larger benefits than traditional debt-financed fiscal stimulus and finds no major side effects. In an important contribution, Gabaix (2017) introduces a behavioral extension of the traditional New Keynesian model and shows how this extension solves several paradoxes inherent in the traditional model. In Gabaix’s model, helicopter money is extremely effective.

In this section we examine the four most important objections to direct support of consumption (helicopter money conducted solely by the central bank, so that the total size of the central bank’s balance sheet does not change, assets are unaffected, money base increases, and capital decreases): issues of 1) stability, 2) independence, 3) authority, and 4) efficiency. These issues correspond to the following claims: 1) Depleting capital renders the central bank financially unstable and thus unable to tame inflation in the long run. 2) Using direct support of consumption endangers central bank independence. 3) The central bank is not supposed to decide how funds are distributed among households. 4) Direct support of consumption will not help the economy anyway. We discuss each of these claims in turn.

**Stability.** After going through the previous two sections, the reader knows that we consider this objection the most important. But the available research, taken as a whole, shows no threat to long-term inflation performance from decreasing central bank financial strength (a decrease which is implied by using central bank capital to directly support households’ consumption). Moreover, central bank financial strength can, in principle, be bolstered by allowing private shareholding. It is also worth noting that, unlike quantitative easing or foreign exchange interventions, direct support of consumption does not force the central bank to take on

---

⁶ All kinds of monetary policy have fiscal effects, so we find it more useful to distinguish between policy tools based on the agency that wields them. In that sense, direct support of consumption is a tool of monetary policy.
additional risks: the asset side of the balance sheet does not change. The financial loss is known and controlled directly by the central bank at the time of applying this unconventional measure. In addition, the central bank’s loss translates directly to a gain for all households in the country, so the immediate accounting effect on the economy as a whole is zero. These arguments taken together imply that direct support of consumption does not endanger the financial stability of the central bank, certainly not more than other unconventional monetary policy measures.

**Independence.** We have noted that the academic literature typically does not discuss direct support of consumption, but the related issue of a fiscal stimulus financed by the central bank. Such a stimulus, of course, necessitates the cooperation of fiscal and monetary policy and therefore introduces a danger to central bank independence by definition. We believe the independence problem largely disappears when direct support of consumption is put in the spotlight. Yes, most central banks do not possess the immediate technical means to send funds to all households. Many central banks operate central registries of bank accounts on behalf of the government, though in most cases they would need government permission to use these data. Here we see room for recent innovations in financial technology, especially digital currencies (see, for example, Hampl, 2018) – a central bank digital currency would make it easy for each citizen to set up an account at the central bank, thus rendering direct support of consumption technically feasible with no cooperation with the government whatsoever.

A common objection to helicopter money is that the government would get used to this policy and could force the central bank to finance fiscal stimulus even when the zero lower bound does not bind and the country is not in a recession. Again, conducting helicopter drops solely by the central bank alleviates this concern, and the central bank should make it clear that direct support of consumption is an extraordinary measure that is only imaginable in a downturn. Governments like expansionary monetary policy, but that is a poor reason to rule it out.

It is true that in some jurisdictions the central bank’s charter would need to be altered to specifically allow direct support of consumption (if for no other purpose, then at least to make central bankers feel safe and comfortable with the policy). Of course, other unconventional monetary policy tools that have been used to combat low inflation, such as quantitative easing or currency depreciation, also do not tend to be explicitly allowed in central banks’ charters. We
believe that, in contrast to this second objection, direct support of consumption would strengthen central bank independence.⁷ One of the major virtues of the policy is that it is transparent and easy to explain. It would contribute to the public’s understanding of the usefulness of the central bank’s actions: if the economy is in a recession and inflation below target, the central bank needs to support the purchasing power of households to restore economic stability. Quantitative easing and currency depreciation are communication nightmares in comparison.

**Authority.** Because academic journals tend to shun the simple idea of direct support of consumption, discussions on this policy have, in principal, been relegated to blog posts (most prominently, Bernanke, 2016; DeLong, 2016; Lonergan, 2016). A recurring objection in the discussion is that the central bank has no authority to decide on the distribution of funds. That right, it is claimed, should belong to the government. But the central bank decides on the distribution of funds all the time, in every decision about monetary policy. An increase in the interest rate makes creditors better off at the expense of debtors. A decision to do nothing when inflation is low and rates hit the effective lower bound immediately hurts the young (whose wages grow more slowly, the probability of job loss increases, and access to loans worsens compared to what would otherwise be the case) and helps, at least in the very short run, older people with large savings (who get larger real returns than what would otherwise be the case). Direct support of consumption only makes these transfers explicit, transparent, and probably fair in most peoples’ eyes, because each person receives the same amount: akin to a dividend paid by the central bank to citizens (who, in democracy, have an equal share in state institutions).

**Efficiency.** In a model with fully rational expectations, direct support of consumption has no impact because of the Barro-Ricardian equivalence: when not used for direct support of consumption, central bank profits are at some point be transferred to the government. Because the government must forgo these funds, ceteris paribus it will need to raise taxes. Expecting this tax increase, households will save more, offsetting the effects of the policy. Some additional

---

⁷ Note also that some central banks in small countries (for example, Chile, Israel, and the Czech Republic) have little to no tradition of transferring profits to the government (Bartels et al., 2016). This is because their currency has tended to appreciate, leading to a loss from their portfolio of FX reserves, and so any yearly profits are typically retained to cover past or future losses. The lack of any expectations of transfers to the government increases the independence of central banks and makes the idea of direct support of consumption easier to implement.
assumptions will deliver an impact, though it never is really great in traditional New Keynesian models. Of course, anyone who has read the works of Kahneman and Tversky knows that the psychological research has found that people are far from fully rational. In an important contribution, Gabaix (2017) shows how a simple incorporation of limited rationality eliminates the many counterfactual implications of traditional New Keynesian models. Among other things, limited rationality brings a strong role for direct support of consumption: it is now the optimal form of monetary policy at the zero lower bound.

The theory is one thing, but to implement direct support of consumption, central banks would need precise estimates of the proportion of the helicopter drop that would be spent by households. In a large survey, van Rooij and de Haan (2016) ask Dutch households how they would behave in such a hypothetical situation. The authors conclude that only about 30% of the amount sent to the households would be spent – not much, but still much more than what a traditional New Keynesian model would suggest. It is perhaps more instructive to look at how households behaved following a stimulus that actually happened. The most appealing recent experiment are the economic stimulus payments of 2008 in the US, in which individuals received USD 300-600. Parker et al. (2013) analyze this stimulus and estimate an immediate marginal propensity to consume from these payments to lie around 0.7. Based on this evidence, households can be expected to spend about 70% of the helicopter drop immediately.

Moreover, the central bank can nudge households to spend an even larger portion of the drop. Using a central bank digital currency, each helicopter drop can essentially become a computer program. For example, the validity of the funds can be limited to a couple of months or so; alternatively, substantial negative interest rates can be charged on these drops. The central bank may decide to limit transactions from central bank digital currency to bank accounts, allowing their use only for consumption (or particular items of consumption, which would effectively bring the new digital wallets close to Sodexo cards8).

8 In principle, the central bank digital currency that we envision would really function as a benefits or food pass card, so no exotic technology is needed – although the central bank would have to communicate with the public and retailers in advance to ensure that the digital currency is well understood and accepted. As with benefits cards, spending the funds stored in such a special digital wallet would transform the funds immediately into bank money. Given the impossibility of transferring funds (other than helicopter drops) to digital wallets, and thus no scope for money laundering, transactions with digital wallets could be kept as close to anonymous as possible by the central bank.
The central bank could also limit transfers in the opposite direction, from bank accounts to central bank digital currency, in order to prevent digital bank runs (Hampl, 2018). More research is needed, especially on potentially increased substituted savings from households’ non-helicopter income. But the available evidence suggests to us that a consumption boost in excess of 50% of the funds sent via direct support of consumption is definitely feasible, suggesting reasonable efficiency. On top of all that, direct support of consumption would support consumer confidence much more than other unconventional monetary policy measures, which is especially important to escape a deflationary spiral in a crisis.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we take Friedman’s idea of helicopter money seriously and discuss how it could be implemented in a simple way by a modern central bank without the need to cooperate with the government: we call this monetary policy tool direct support of consumption. We provide a meta-analysis of the empirical literature on the nexus between central bank financial strength and price stability. After correcting the literature for publication bias, we find that the mean estimate in the literature is consistent with the notion that depleting central bank capital does not compromise long-run inflation performance.

Of course, this is not to say that central bank capital is irrelevant to inflation when used as a monetary policy tool, not just as a buffer for other policies. On the contrary, we discuss how capital would be the medium through which direct support of consumption operated and how its use would create an immediate boost to aggregate demand and hence inflation pressures. We stress that we can only imagine the use of this tool in a recession, and would not recommend its deployment, for example, in 2016 Europe – even though at that time the ECB was still quite seriously constrained by the zero lower bound. But we argue that direct support of consumption offers many virtues and advantages compared to other forms of unconventional monetary policy, especially obliterating the need to rely on a complicated transmission mechanism, allowing much easier communication to the public, and boosting consumer confidence when most needed.

We believe that interdisciplinary future research on this topic is required. First, the legality of direct support of consumption will certainly come under scrutiny in some
jurisdictions, and more clarity on this issue will help central bankers give the measure a serious thought. Second, the idea of central bank digital currency is still in its infancy, and it is unclear how the currency should be technically designed. Should it be based on a distributed ledger, or a centralized system? How should digital wallets be created for each citizen with minimal costs (in terms of money and time) for the central bank and no need to cooperate with the government? Third, inputs from psychology and behavioral economics are necessary to design direct support of consumption in a way that households spend as much of the drop as possible – but also without encouraging the consumption of goods that people do not actually need. Our optimistic expectation is that these technical challenges will be resolved before the next recession arrives. Nevertheless, we concur with the assessment of Turner (2015), who argues that the most important issues with helicopter-money-related schemes are not technical but political.
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